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Chairman Tarwater and members of the committee, thank you for considering this important piece of
legislation supporting workplace emergency savings. My team at the Aspen Institute Financial Security
Program has spent years researching the financial lives of households and have found that adequate
emergency savings is not just a critical tool for workers to deal with unexpected expenses, but is also the
foundation for them to take the first step towards building wealth.1 The program under consideration
today aligns with evidence we have gathered on the most effective tools for building workplace
emergency savings, will provide a powerful recruitment tool for Kansas employers who take up the
program to offer a cutting-edge workplace benefit, and will provide many Kansans with a powerful tool
to build financial security and wealth.2
In 2017 researchers found that having short-term, liquid savings to smooth volatile income and expenses
or to cover unexpected financial emergencies was the single most important factor for household
financial well-being.3 But a recent survey by the Bipartisan Policy Center found that 45% of Americans
could not cover an unexpected $400 expense without borrowing or selling something.4 Low- and
moderate- income (“LMI”) households have significantly less emergency savings than other households,
according to a recent Morningstar survey, with only eight cents for every dollar that non-LMI households
had saved.5
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Our research has found that emergency savings were a particularly important lifeline for families during
the economic crisis caused by COVID-19, with 73% of Americans reporting a reduction in their income
during 2020.6 A recent survey conducted by the Aspen Financial Security Program, Morningstar, the
Defined Contribution Institutional Investment Association, and NORC at the University of Chicago found
that families who had emergency savings before the pandemic were much better able to maintain their
financial health than those who did not.7
Existing emergency savings solutions do not meet the needs of millions of people, regardless of income.
In part, this is because it is difficult for financial services providers to profitably offer low-balance savings
accounts and frequent contributions and withdrawals.8 Additionally, as we have seen around the globe,
human behavior can be a significant obstacle to saving. Retirement savings has been one of the most
successful savings vehicles available to Americans, and its success is largely thanks to locating retirement
savings at the workplace, where it can easily be automated through payroll deduction when offered by
an employer. This option is seldom available for emergency savings.
Given the barriers to emergency savings for people up and down the income spectrum and reflecting on
the success of payroll deduction retirement savings programs for those who have access to one, the
workplace represents a high-potential platform for high-quality, low-cost, automatic emergency savings
tools. Fortunately, employers have begun to take note of the deep need workers have for emergency
savings. In 2019, 79% of employers in America reported that their employees were struggling financially,
and 58% of employers were concerned that their employees were unprepared to meet unexpected
financial challenges.9 Workers’ financial challenges are both a household problem and a business
problem: one study estimated that employees’ financial stress could cost businesses up to $250 billion
per year in reduced productivity.10 These trends, compounded by the financial crises faced by
households during COVID-19, have sparked new employer interest in offering workplace emergency
savings.
While access to workplace emergency savings remains low, some employers have begun to design and
build products that provide these tools in the workplace. UPS, in partnership with the national nonprofit
Commonwealth and the Blackrock Emergency Savings Initiative, rolled out its emergency savings plan
program for more than 90,000 workers in October 2020. UPS allows workers to contribute both to their
401(k) and an emergency savings option within the account, using after-tax payroll deductions. Plan
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participants have full access to their emergency savings contributions and the ability to roll over earnings
to their retirement accounts to avoid early withdrawal penalties.11
Pitt Ohio, a trucking company, introduced an emergency savings initiative for employees in 2016 after
evidence emerged linking unsafe driving practices to drivers’ worries about personal finances.12 The
company began offering a payroll-linked emergency savings account through the company’s credit union,
and by 2019 it reported that almost half of its employees had opened an account since the launch.13
In addition to the benefit for employers, workers benefit from increased access to emergency savings. As
the name suggests, households use emergency savings to pay for unexpected expenses, like a blown out
tire, a leaky roof, or a medical emergency. Emergency savings can also help households smooth
consumption, especially when an income “dip” — increasingly common as income volatility continues to
rise in America — means that a household will not have enough money to pay the bills.14 Even a small
amount of emergency savings can help low- and moderate-income families weather a drop in income.
Families with as little as $250 in savings are less likely to be evicted, delay paying bills, or turn to
high-cost credit alternatives, such as payday loans, after a large income disruption.15
The proposed Kansas employee emergency savings account (KEESA) program provides critical support to
small businesses to offer emergency savings accounts owned by the employee with federally insured
savings accounts, funded through payroll deductions by the employee. In addition, it provides
first-of-its-kind support for small businesses who provide matching contributions to workplace
emergency savings, further boosting the rainy-day funds of their workers and providing critical
protection against everyday financial risks. Research on employer matches in retirement savings finds
that the existence of an employer match boosts participation in retirement plans by 3 to 10 percentage
points.16 I expect that the effect of the employer match for the KEESA program will be even more
important for two reasons. First, this benefit will be new to many employees, who may need additional
incentive to participate. Second, the amount of the employer match in the KEESA program is significant
relative to the needs of many households. Simply the seed money of $50 employers would contribute
under the program would be 20% of the $250 research finds is needed to assist with avoiding eviction,
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paying the bills, and avoiding high-cost credit alternatives. The program will be even more powerful if
employers take up the ongoing match that the program provides a tax incentive for.
The thoughtful account design embedded in the program also aligns with key principles researchers have
uncovered about people’s cyclical savings needs, including those with lower incomes:17
● Automatic replenishment. The emergency savings account should replenish automatically
through recurring paycheck deductions.18
● Accessibility. Workers should have continuous and unlimited access to their emergency savings,
with no penalty for withdrawals. When a worker requests a withdrawal, funds should be
available as soon as possible — ideally instantly.19
● Liquidity. Emergency savings should not fluctuate in value and be easy to liquidate when a
withdrawal is requested. This prevents a loss of account value should the saver’s need to
withdraw funds coincide with a market downturn.
● Low or no fee. The emergency savings accounts should be low or no fee to the consumer. High
fees can erode emergency savings balances and act as participation barriers for low- or
moderate-income savers.
● Designed for “mental accounting.” To ensure that emergency savings are used effectively and
savings intended for other purposes are protected, emergency savings should be held in a
separate account, or “bucket,” rather than combined with other kinds of savings, such as those
designated for retirement. This design aligns with what behavioral scientists understand about
“mental accounting” — the well documented practice in which people assign their money to
different categories for specific uses.20 Setting up two accounts — one for emergency savings,
the other for long-term savings — provides psychological separation, helping to preserve
long-term savings for the intended purpose.21
The program as designed will already be a powerful tool to enhance workplace emergency savings. It
could also be a foundation for additional policies to allow for autoenrollment features in emergency
savings plans, a tool that has greatly increased participation in retirement savings since it became
common industry practice. In summary, the workplace benefit provided for by the KEESA program would
be a powerful recruitment tool for employers and could set Kansas businesses apart by providing a
cutting-edge benefit for financial security that few employers in the country have taken advantage of.
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